PROVIDING PEACE OF MIND
Since 1982

PROJECT SUMMARY
Rendcomb College dates back to 1920 when it was founded
by Frederick Noel Hamilton Wills whose uncle and cousins had
earlier endowed buildings at Bristol University. Since
celebrating its centenary year in 2020, they maintain a vision
and ethos that remains true to Wills’ original values of providing
an inclusive and broad-ranging education for their pupils.
Located in the picturesque Cotswold village of Rendcomb, the
College provides a safe, stimulating and enchanting
environment for our pupils who beneﬁt from the ample on-site
facilities within our 230 acre estate.
CIA are proud to have supplied ﬁre and security services to
Rendcomb College for over 20 years. During this time, CIA has
worked closely with the college to ensure that each ﬁre and
security system is serviced and maintained in keeping with
current BS & EN standards. This has seen an evolution of
upgrades as technology advances and society evolves.

BUILDING TYPE
College

TIMELINE
On going service and relationship

REQUIREMENTS
To provide a 24/7 ﬁre and security service and maintenance
package across Rendcomb College’s diverse estate

TECHNOLOGY
CCTV Cameras
Intruder Alarm
Fire Alarm System
Gate Automation
Fire Extinguishers
Access Control

An example of a key project was the design and installation of
a fully addressable ﬁre alarm, intruder alarm, CCTV and access
control systems to the new Griﬃn Theatre facility.

“We have a good, long-standing relationship with CIA, who have
supported us with our intruder and ﬁre alarm systems, CCTV, access
control, ﬁre extinguisher servicing and gate automation. I have come to
know and trust the good service CIA, their ofﬁce staff and engineers
provide.”
Brett Leese (Estates Manager)
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